
CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS
CREATING & SHARING DIGITAL CONTENT: 
Supporting young people in active global citizenship
www.creativityandchange.info
THEMES
-Nurturing Competences of Global citizens in youth work practices
-Creating and sharing Digital content to support young people in Active global Citizenship
-The challenges posed by digital and social media.

WHO IS IT FOR?
Youth workers, arts facilitators activists,  tutors and anyone who engages young people in non-
formal learning processes who 
- is passionate about nurturing young, connected and  active global. citizens 
- want to develop more skills in the use of IT and digital media in their work.

In Ireland there is an open call for applications from across the country.           
For International partners the call is via the partner organisations.

WHERE? Cork, Ireland
WHEN? July 7th - 13th 2018
July 6th arrive day, 
July 14th departure day



Connecting 
with each other

What can participants expect to gain
• A meaningful reflective intercultural learning environment 
• To engage with themes of global citizenship.
• To gain skills and competence in the creative use of digital media and IT tools eg, creative GIFS, Stop motions, 

info graphics, comic strips etc
• Connection with a network of people who may be interested in future collaborations
• Provision of food and accommodation and materials for the training
• Cover of travel expenses within the approved E+ budget. 
•
What participants are expected to contribute
• Experiences, perspectives and enthusiasm
• A nominal  participation fee of E50
• To pay flights up front. Refund will be made after the training
• To communicate with organisers re arrangements
• To complete evaluations for E+
• To share their experience on social media and with their organisations on return

How do I apply
Complete the application form available at this link 
https://goo.gl/forms/k5QhRRM9zH9w0ug93
Deadline for participants from Hungary, Czech Republic and Netherlands. Dec 31st
Deadline for Irish participants Feb 28th
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OBJECTIVES
-To consider the potential of IT and digital engagement in learning processes, specifically in Global citizenship 
education and activism for young people.
-To explore how  IT and digital engagement can be used creatively
-To think critically about the potential of digital media to both connect and disconnect.
-To motivate and equip youth workers  to support young peoples creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship.
-To create networking of organisations who are passionate about the them of Global citizenship with potential of 
innovation of new projects
-To share experience and tools used across the partner organisation and beyond.

PROGRAMME ELEMENTS AND FLOW

https://goo.gl/forms/k5QhRRM9zH9w0ug93
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What participants have said about previous training programmes hosted by Creativity & Change.

"Creativity....Yes yes! It opens minds and encourages us to be kinder."

“The themes and methods inspired me no end. The diversity of experience within the group 
in itself is a major attraction also.”

"Inspired me to reflect on 

current practices and to 

be inspired to try new 

ones."

“I really like that the theme for this was over-arching and related to everything and everyone, in all 
aspects of our lives”

"So great to connect with people interested in both Creativity and Global Citizenship” 

“Very inspiring to see the power of art and creativity in action”

“My work with young people will change, knowing that young people can have a voice and make a 
difference by participating in the world with causes that they are passionate about. I want to give 
them the skills and motivation to make their own projects.

“It was very nice to be surrounded by so many creative people. I will use more tools that I have 
gathered and be more creative in our interactions/projects.”


